


G’day
By the way, where are the loos?



Who are we?

The National Report Card Network is an informal forum where representatives 
from waterway report card initiatives meet to:
 Raise awareness of the various initiatives
 Exchange knowledge and ideas
 Learn from each other
 Explore opportunities for collaboration to deliver organisational goals and 

operational efficiencies







Workshop Principals

















Report Cards
beyond the abacus



 Ran a loss 7 of 8 years: 2004-12
 Did not move into digital world well or 

fast enough
 Were people who saw it coming

 buried in the organization
 did not act early enough

 New technology:
 fierce competitors
 low margins
 Eats into margin of core business.

 Kodak did not take decisive action to 
combat the inevitable challenges.

Kodak Example



 After being innovation leaders, Kodak moved to one overflowing with complacency. 
 In the late 1980s. Kodak was failing to keep up even before the digital revolution 

when Fuji started doing a better job with the old technology, the roll-film business. 
 With complacency rock-solid and no one at the top devoting priorities toward turning 

the problem into a huge urgency with opportunity, they went nowhere.
 We now see this playing out again with camera companies and smartphones

So how is the relevant to us and what can we learn from Kodak’s failure? 

Kodak Example



Why is this important to 
your report card initiative?

 Perhaps you have an established report card process that works with what seems 
to be a reliable revenue stream. Everything is going ok just how it is. But what if 
you loose a major funding provider or government priorities change? Can you 
weather the storm?

 Perhaps funding was good in the first few years, but interest and funding is waning
 Perhaps you have a growing list of priorities and additional information to report 

about but the bucket of funds isn’t getting any bigger.
 Our failure puts more than profits at risk. It is the sustainable management and 

care of our waterways that is on the line  - so we must thrive.
Leveraging from IT advancements is an item everyone must consider



Brief History
Case Study:

Fitzroy Partnership Report Card Journey



Maintaining a robust business model

Third Party co-investment

Negotiating Integrated 
Fitzroy REMP

Collaboration

FPRH & GHHP
FPRH & FBA (Host)

National RC Network

Attract & Retain Members

Stanmore joined last week
GAWB last year

Jellinbah back on-board



Maintaining a robust business model

Social Enterprise Offering
www.enviroscore.org

Our altruistic end goal is to 
offer a free lite version to
help resource poor 
communities around the 
world tell a better story about 
the health of their local 
environment.

“



Technology & Efficiency

Report Card Production Process

Report Card Development Process
*Throughout the development process templates are used wherever 
possible to improve efficiency and encourage future-proof 
development strategies. 

1. Raw data is received from various providers. Data is then sorted 
and uploaded using MyData (PHP driven) into SQL databases.

2. PHP is used to run JQuery and access data from SQL databases. 
This data is then stored into arrays under relevant variables. 
Grading is calculated based on array values.

3. Slim app is a toolkit used as a framework for MyData. It enables 
acquisition of specific datasets from SQL databases.

4. Arrays of data are converted to JavaScript data entries using 
JSON_ENCODE. Data at this stage is ready to be displayed using 
HiCharts and can utilise GeoJSON.

5. Requested datasets are displayed in various forms and compiled 
f  t  O t t i  i  t ll d b  CSS d JS



Technology & Efficiency

Report Card Production Process



What's Going on here?
- EHI Grading Script running in command line view

- Separating data into high/low flow conditions and applying relevant WQOs and WCS thresholds 
- Assessing raw data and preparing it to be written to the results table in MySQL



What's Going on here?
- Checking data being imported for QA issues - currently malformed data (one of many)

- Outputting issues as an array (string of text and numbers) ready for visualisation 
- Visualisation served to QA table that can be reviewed. Access via MyData admin platform 



What's Going on here?
- Import Script

- Getting data ready to write to MySQL
- Checking the data hasn’t already been loaded before



What's Going on here?
- Setting up results so they are geospatially aware and  tiered (in this case region, basin, catchment)

- Preparing the results (arrays) relevant to these special context 
- Preparing results (arrays) relevant to the geometries  (eg. Physical & Chemical) and Indicator (Conductivity) 



What's Going on here?
- Providing spatial context to the site/area about to be served up to the webpage so they line up correctly on a map

- - Assigning the results to this spatial feature so it can be served up to highcharts as a pretty map



What's Going on here?
- Code is written so that it can be used across multiple web development applications.

- Templated coding is a core philosophy and is employed wherever possible to facilitate extensibility
- Templated coding allows the creation of new reporting products for Fitzroy and external clients cheaper



What's Going on here?
- Selecting the method to be applied to data (in this case a modified version of EHMP from SEQ)

- Setting thresholds – in this case WQOs and WCs normalised
- Setting pH WQOs, noting that this is a logarithmic scale and has both upper and lower WCS & WQOs 



What's Going on here?
- Code that authorises access to the different report and data management solutions.

- Allows code template libraries to be used and applied to meet the needs of a particular report product or end user
- Approach means that only requiring specific modifications are required and not the need to rewrite from scratch. 



What's Going on here?
- Autotext logic for trend visualisation that assesses the results and prepares text displayed underneath trend graphs



What's Going on here?
- Preparing job of creating an excel spreadsheet

- Confirming the data requirements relevant to the spreadsheet (year, catchment
- Compiling results & writing to a spreadsheet located via a specific url, linking this to the correct section of the report 



What's Going on here?
- Calling up images (svgs) from a particular image library

- Defining the relevant attributes (fill colours, transparency, border colour) to apply given a particular result
- Serving the images and attribute properties up to the relevant section of the report to be displayed 



What's Going on here?
- This is what an image looks like in code

- Art in numbers!



IT improvents for FPRH

 Automated indicator and metrics dashboard
 Automate raw biota calculations (Macros and Fish)
 More detailed statistical analysis of results
 More additional information to support the main report card
 Automate content preparation and link to social media feed
 Work toward ‘lite’ version of Enviroscore Online product for small report card groups
 Incorporate more EV reports (primary + secondary recreation)
 Incorporate social, cultural and stewardship elements
 Visualising catchment modelling scenarios
 Plus more! 



But this just made my job redundant!

We still need you!
 Graphic designer input (establishment, rebranding and larger product range)
 Continuous improvement to Science Knowledge, followed by updates
 Manual technical input – there will always be exceptions!
 Have more time to focus on human interaction and knowledge transfer
 Reach out beyond your report card – other areas other environmental assets
 Dedicate more time for in depth analysis
 Prepare one off bespoke communications products (children's books)
 Learn how to code and add web developer to your portfolio



Activity: Reflection

 What elements of your report card process 
require the most manual handling currently?

 How could you use technology to reduce this 
effort?
 Web development dependant
 Efficiency not requiring web development
 Short term
 Long term

 What elements are common? Collaborate to 
reduce up-front cost?



Over to Luke


